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Why are we concerned about climate change?
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Climate change and climate risk
• Climate change = significant long-term human induced changes in climate patterns
• Climate risk = potential for financial loss arising from climate change and society’s response to it

• Reputational risk and corporate social responsibility
driven actions

• Business risks and opportunities through our clients
and own operations

• External pressure from civil society and investors

• External pressure from regulators and investors

Evolution of external pressures
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Standard Chartered Bank’s approach to climate change

Read
our
“emissions
whitepaper”

Reducing direct and
financed emissions

Managing Financial
Risks from Climate
Change (climate
risks)

Climate Change

Accelerating Sustainable
Finance*

* Includes restrictive policies on carbon intensive industries, plus doing more green and sustainable products. See
Appendix 1 for our progress on Sustainable Finance
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Physical and transition risks – subtypes and taxonomy
Climate Risk

Physical Risks

Acute

Transition Risks

Liability
Risks

Reputational
Risks

Policy

Typhoon Mangkhut, HK, 2018

Technology
Chronic

Sea-level rise, Tuvalu’s sinking islands,
current

SA introduces carbon tax, June 2019

Societal
preference
Hyundai launches roof solar car, 2019
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How do climate risks manifest?
Climate risk manifests through existing risk types

Credit
Wholesale- locations of
operations, assets
collaterals; clients’
business model
Retail - location of
collaterals (residential
real estate)

Traded

Operational

Compliance

Weather events
affecting commodity
prices, transition risks
affecting commodity
price / exchange rate
volatility

Weather events
compromising own
property and critical
operation, plus
critical third party
suppliers

Failure to comply with
regulations e.g. PRA
SS 3/19

Country
Impact to
macroeconomics
due to climate
events and lowcarbon transition

Capital &
Liquidity
Assessment of the
bank’s capital
adequacy through the
ICAAP

Reputational
Societal and investor
response of the
Group not acting
responsibly to reduce
emissions and
manage risk
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Climate scenario analysis

Source: PRA report, 2018
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Key Challenges and Roadmap to Success
Key challenges currently for the banking sector: for integrating climate risks
• New area of risk management
• Short to medium term business planning horizon vs long-term financial impact
• Tools, data and assumptions are still niche, not mainstream
• Lack of comparable verifiable disclosure from real economy across all jurisdictions
• Harmonised approach from the industry – remove first-mover advantage or disadvantage?
• Sustainable Finance is itself also exposed to climate risks – both physical and transition risks

Future roadmap to success
• “MAINSTREAMISE” climate risks into Business As Usual risk management processes and tools

• Build capability and expertise internally over the medium term, collaborate over the shorter term
• Start – knowing things are not perfect, uncertainty should not be an excuse to do nothing
• Direct capital to support transition in the key sectors; avoid unintended consequences
• Harmonised regulations, increased awareness – measures in place to recognise positives and correct
negatives – both for banks and real economy actors
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Appendix 1 – Our Sustainable Finance Progress
CSR

PHILANTHROPY
Environment &
Social Risk
Management Team
established 1997

Responsibility &
Reputational Risk
Committee

Environmental
Committee &
Reporting

Here for good
brand promise

UN Global Compact
Signatory

Clinton Global
Initiative
Living with
HIV Program
launched

Launched Sustainability
Philosophy

Brand and
Values
Committee

Position
Statements
refreshed

New
community
strategy

Joined
Climate Bond
Initiative
Position
Statements
refreshed

Launched Sustainable
Deposit and Bond

Sustainable
Finance team
created

Sustainability
Aspirations

Africa Impact
Report

Equator Principles

Seeing is
Believing

Public
endorsement
of TCFD

First Impact Report Indonesia
Dow jones
Sustainability
Index

Carbon Disclosure
Project

Corporate
Responsibility
Committee

SUSTAINABLE FINANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

Launched
Futuremakers
community
strategy

Emissions Cap
Commitment

No new coal
financing

Green Bond
Principles
Signatory

14 Position
Statements
published

Social &
Environmental
Policies
USD100M
raised for
Seeing is
Believing

2000

2002

2004

2006

2008

UN Millennium
Development
Goals

2010

2012

UN Guiding
Principles on
Business and
Human Rights
Global
Reporting
Initiative

Kyoto
Protocol

2014

2016

2018

2019

Beyond

EU Sustainable
Finance Action Plan

UN Sustainable
Development
Goals

TCFD
UK Modern
Slavery act

Montreal
Protocol

Paris Climate
Agreement

GLOBAL LANDSCAPE
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